
All, 

At times you will see an email or text from Arbiter that says, “You have a new assignment”, but when 

you login to Arbiter there is nothing. 

Arbiter is not glitching.  

Here are the possible situations that happen when this occurs. 

1) Most common is the assignor is splitting a sophomore crew at a site into one official working the 

freshman game and one official working the sophomore game, then coming together to work 

the JV/V contests. Since the date, time and location did not change it does not require the 

official to reaccept the assignment. 

2) Second most common, the assignor is putting in a final tournament format, and moving the 

official from the place holder to the actual tournament schedule. Again this does not require the 

official to accept, but review instead. 

3) Least common and rarely happens is the assignor is moving an official from a C/D game set to a 

JV/V game set. The assignor should be notifying the official of this change, but again it will not 

require the official to reaccept. 

The way to see what was changed is when you look at your schedule to look at the field that says 

“Status/Accept/Decline” and match the date of the new assignment notification to the date listed next 

to an assignment. In other words if the notification says “Accepted on 8/14/2019” and that corresponds 

to the date of the notification, you will know that was the assignment that had details change for you to 

review. 

Hopefully’ this helps clarify those notifications. 

Thank you to everyone that accepts their assignments by the “accept to date”. It goes a long way with 

the schools and assignors when they can see all “accepted” games in a timely manner. 

Now that we are in the season, assignors suggest logging into Arbiter once per day to see if there were 

any changes or new assignments to review or accept. 

Cordially, 

Bruce Bird 

 


